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As the sands of ,me ﬁltered through our hourglass which deﬁnes and shapes the
cumula,ve reali,es, a deduc,ve process slowly, like relentless drops of water, gently
but ever forcefully etches the truths by which we live our life.
It’s not what we have that makes us what we are, it’s how we see it and what we do with
it. I’m a hell of a lot closer to 100 that I am to 40 and I’m lucky to be healthy and
surrounded by loving family.
I guess you could say I won the brass ring! What exactly does that
mean? If I had to boil it down to one word it would be choice. Of
course, there are a lot of words that could be selected.
Why did I take the word choice over words like freedom, power, and
opportunity etc.? To me freedom is choice as are many of the words
that could be used power, riches, and inﬂuence?
I think that growing up is harnessing abili,es, deﬁning direc,on and reﬁning the word
choice giving it our unique deﬁni,on. This only makes sense when we realize that
context determines meaning and percep,on determines reality.
From this early struggle we as people via our individualized perceptual skills, our own
unique take on the world determine the power, the opportuni,es and the direc,ons we
want to take our life. Of course, all the sociological factors that we study in school play
out deﬁning hope, opportunity and health both mentally and physically.
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The sense of ,me dwindle forming the unique reali,es that compose our
life. The content in the hourglass doesn’t change but the reality
surrounding ul,mately deﬁnes our reality and our experience In life. Life is
ul,mately process endless process.
Call it matura,on, personal evolu,on, or simply growing up - for most of us life is
measured by two things, ,me and opportunity both of which are ﬂee,ng and transitory
shaped by the cards we were dealt at birth.
Much of our life following that is a process of assessment, opportunity, risk-taking and
chance. We spend the majority of our life learning the rules, only to test and violate
them. Those that survive become principles by which we live.
Of course, this is not to say they are correct but they have been honed by habitual
paQerns of response, opportunity or lack thereof, and in some cases just plain dumb
luck.
Our life is like a callus that we develop on our hands to protect ourselves from repe,,ve
irrita,ng factors which can harm health and upset the homeostasis we strive for on a
regular basis. These ques,ons are the food for scholars, sages, and shamans who spend
their ,me trying to survive and deuce meaning, mo,ves and methods over the
centuries. In my experience the ,me in which they lived and the challenges and
opportuni,es they had we are in direct propor,on to their conclusions and
epistemological reali,es.
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